We perform two-dimensional coherent spectroscopy on CdSe/CdZnS core/shell colloidal quantum dots at cryogenic temperatures. In the two-dimensonal spectra, sidebands due to electronic coupling with CdSe lattice LO-phonon modes are observed that have evolutions deviating from the exponential dephasing expected from Markovian spectral diffusion. Comparison to simulations provides further evidence that the LO-phonon mode coupling itself significantly modifies the exciton lineshapes and results in the underlying spectral diffusion on ultrafast timescales.
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PACS numbers:
Colloidal quantum dots (CQDs), which are semiconductor nanocrystals dispersed in solution, are the continued focus of intense study due to their applications in numerous areas including biological tagging [1] , nextgeneration display technologies [2] , and high-efficiency photovoltaics [3] . The comprehensive understanding of the exciton dynamics required for applications of CQDs is hindered by complexities resulting from electronic states coupling to external degrees of freedom, such as vibrational modes or different charge configurations.
Fluctuations in the exciton resonance energy due to interactions with the local environment, called spectral diffusion, are still not well understood. Studying spectral diffusion is challenging, since most spectroscopic studies on CQD ensembles have utilized one-dimensional techniques for which much of the desired information is obscured by the line broadening due to dot size dispersion. Much of the current knowledge about spectral diffusion is thus from experiments on single CQDs [4] , which circumvent ensemble size inhomogeneity at the expense of low signal to noise ratio and dot-to-dot structural variations (oblateness, shell thickness/composition etc.). Current single-dot spectroscopy techniques are further limited in their time-resolution, with recent photon-correlation Fourier spectroscopy measurements [5, 6] probing spectral diffusion dynamics down to the µs timescale.
Multi-dimensional coherent spectroscopy (MDCS) [7] is a technique able to unfold the optical response of an inhomogeneous ensemble of emitters with femtosecond time resolution. MDCS correlates absorption, intraband (Raman) [8] , and emission spectra. By simultaneously resolving the response of all constituent frequency groups within the excitation bandwidth, the homogeneous response of inhomogeneously broadened systems may be efficiently studied by MDCS. As examples, MDCS has recently been applied towards coherent control of an InAs quantum dot ensemble [9] and to resolve the hyperfine structure of rubidium in the presence of Doppler broadening [10] . However, MDCS studies on CQDs are scarce and have been primarily performed at room-temperature [11] [12] [13] [14] .
In this Letter, we apply MDCS at cryogenic temperatures to study coherent dynamics of CdSe CQDs on the femtosecond timescale. Spectrally separating the thirdorder responses that involve intraband coherences from those that involve intermediate population states reveals differing behaviors as a function of excitation inter-pulse time delay. Comparison to simulation provides further evidence that strong modification of the exciton dephasing occurs via coupling to LO vibrational modes. Vibrational coupling, previously absent in discussions of spectral diffusion in CdSe CQDs, is found to play a primary role in the femtosecond timescale energy fluctuations of the exciton resonances that comprise one of the microscopic origins of dephasing in the material.
MDCS records a transient four-wave-mixing signal generated by three incident laser pulses as a function of two inter-pulse delays (τ and T ) and evolution time (t) after the third pulse. The coherences excited by each pulse and their evolution frequencies are spectrally resolved and correlated by Fourier transforming the FWM signal along their respective time axes. Most commonly, the transformed time variables are τ and t, which results in a one-quantum spectrum with the conjugate axis to τ representing the absorption frequency ω τ and the conjugate axis to t representing emission frequency ω t . The coherence generated by each first pulse evolves with negative phase for the rephasing signals [15] measured here, which is reflected in negative values of ω τ . In this study, we also record the signal as a function of delay T and transform with respect to the variables T and t, which generates a zero-quantum spectrum with the same emission frequency axis and the conjugate axis of T representing the intraband coherence mixing frequency [16] 
We use a Multi-Dimensional Optical Nonlinear Spectrometer (MONSTR) [17] , which splits pulses from an optical parametric amplifier into four identical copies that are independently delayed in time and arranged in the box geometry [18] . The excitation pulses are of 90 fs duration at a 250 kHz repetition rate, and the excitation intensity of 4 W/cm 2 generates a predominately thirdorder response as verified by a power-dependence measurement of the heterodyned signal. All pulses are colinearly polarized and centered at wavelength λ ≈ 605 nm. The sample is CdSe/CdZnS core/shell CQDs of 2 nm core radius and 2.5 nm shell thickness suspended in heptomethylnonane whose synthesis procedure is detailed elsewhere [19] . The sample optical density is 0.3 at the room-temperature 1S exciton absorption peak.
One-quantum spectra were acquired at a temperature of 16 K for delay T increasing from 0 fs to 675 fs at 25 fs intervals. All spectra were phased relative to each other by maximizing the absorptive lineshape for one of the quadratures. As an example, we plot in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b) the one-quantum spectrum at T = 0 and a slice perpendicular to the diagonal line. Two prominent features of the spectrum are a zero-phonon line at ∆E = E t − E τ = 0 and a surrounding broad pedestal at |∆E| < 10 meV due to coupling with the lattice acoustic phonon modes, which we will discuss in a future paper. Here, we focus on sidebands observed at energies ∆E ≈ ± 26 meV (matching the longitudinaloptical (LO) phonon mode energy ω LO of CdSe [20] ), which are highlighted by the blue and yellow arrows in Fig. 1 (a) and (b). In Fig. 1 (c) it can be seen that Fourier transforming the evolution along time T of the complex slices at ∆E = −26 meV reveals a clear peak indicative of quantum oscillations in time T corresponding to allowed intraband coherences at the LO-phonon energy. Such oscillations have previously been observed in integrated FWM signals by three-pulse FWM experiments [21] , but were not spectrally resolved and correlated in their absorption and emission dynamics.
These one-quantum data reveal two main non-intuitive observations: (1) only the Stokes sideband in the onequantum spectra exhibits strong oscillations due to the LO-phonon coupling as a function of T and (2) its Fourier spectrum shown in Fig. 1(c) is one-sided. Understanding the origin of these observations will give further insight into the fundamental physical processes in CQDs. Complicating the study of these one-quantum data however, is that the responses involving intraband coherences during T appear at the same coordinates as those involving population states during T . A demonstrated way of separating overlapping pathways on a one-quantum spectrum is by selective excitation of certain response pathways via spectral filtering of the excitation pulses [22] [23] [24] . Another method is to acquire zero-quantum spectra, which spectrally separate the intraband coherence pathway responses from that of their population state counterparts directly [16] . We thus acquire zero-quantum spectra at τ delays spanning 0 fs to 550 fs. Three representative zero-quantum spectra are plotted in Fig. 2 . From these plots, it is clear that as τ increases, a sideband appears at ω T = −26 meV, the LO-phonon energy. There is also an asymmetry in the sideband formation as no apparent sideband is observed at ω T = +26 meV, in agreement with the one-sided spectrum plotted in Fig. 1(c) . Most interestingly, integrating the spectrum over the blue and red dashed rectangles shown in Fig. 2 and 3(b) reveals that both peaks strengthen during early times τ (130 fs for the ω T = 0 peak and 250 fs for the sideband). The full evolutions are shown in Fig. 3 (c) and 3(d). To explain these observations, we simulate the system's response and its resultant zero-quantum spectra. Motivated by the sideband positions observed in both one-and zero-quantum data, simulations are performed for a level system consisting of Franck-Condon transitions between ground and excited state manifolds formed from ladders of states separated by the LO-phonon energy [25] . The oscillator strengths between states are proportional to their respective Franck-Condon factors [26] , which are functions of the Huang-Rhys parameter S (characterizing the electronic-vibrational coupling strength) and the initial/final vibrational excitation number m/n. Due to limited laser bandwidth of 30 meV and decreasing transition strength with higher m and n, it is assumed that the main transitions contributing to the signal occur between the zeroth and first vibrational states in the ground {|g , |g } and excited state manifolds {|e , |ẽ }. We therefore reduce the dynamics of our system to that of a four-level system, as shown in Fig. 3(a) , and the ensemble-averaged transitions between these ladder states form the peaks in the simulated zero-quantum spectrum shown in Fig.  3(b) . We further simplify our simulation in two ways. First, since the sample temperature of 16 Kelvin is much lower than the LO-phonon Boltzmann temperature of 302 Kelvin, we assume all excited CQDs begin in the ground state |g . Second, we repeated the zero-quantum experiment with co-circularly and cross-circularly polarized excitation beams and observed the same peak behaviors. Because the CQD selection rules dictate enhancement and suppression of doubly-excited transitions by cross-circular and co-circular excitation respectively [27] , we neglect transitions into doubly-excited states in the simulations.
To associate the observed peaks with evolution of excited coherences and populations, double-sided Feynman diagrams are used, which represent the quantum pathways that compose the system's perturbative response [28] . The signal in the phase-matched direction that we measure is generated as follows: (1) The first pulse generates an interband coherence that evolves during delay τ at an energy within the laser spectrum, called a onequantum coherence. (2) The second pulse generates either a population state or an intraband coherence that evolves during delay T at an energy within the laser bandwidth, called a zero-quantum coherence. (3) The third pulse generates the last interband (one-quantum) coherence that radiates as a coherent FWM signal during t. The changes induced in the system's density matrix by each pulse are collectively known as Liouville pathways, and a comprehensive explanation of how the pathways represented by each diagram map onto the various peaks of a zero-quantum spectrum is given by Yang et al. [16] . For brevity we show in Fig. 3(b) three example diagrams and the positions at which their responses will appear on the simulated zero-quantum spectra.
Liouville pathways associate each peak's rise in τ with the evolution of interband coherences generated by the first excitation pulse. Such rises may be due to timeordering ambiguities at inter-pulse delays shorter than the pulse durations, but the 90 fs pulses used in this study are too short for coherent signals during pulse overlap to be the main cause. However, inclusion of non-Markovian dynamics allows for a photon echo integration [29] rise to occur. Non-Markovian dephasing lineshapes are commonly obtained by applying the cumulant expansion to the spectral diffusion trajectory δω ij (t) of a coherence ρ ij , where i, j = {g, e,g,ẽ}, and truncating at secondorder [28] :
where the lineshape function g(t) is determined by the two-point correlation function C(t) = δω ij (t)ω ij (0) of the transition [28] . Here, we use the simple lineshape function resulting from the exponentially decaying Kubo ansatz [15] C(t) = ∆ω 2 e − |t| τc , where ∆ω and τ c are the amplitude and correlation time of the spectral diffusion respectively.
A zero-quantum spectrum simulated for the Kubo de-= 550fs
(1) phasing lineshape is plotted in Fig. 3(b) . Comparison between the experimental and simulated spectra at τ = 550 fs shows very good agreement between the peak positions and relative intensities. Crucially, we achieve this agreement by assigning a large spectral diffusion amplitude ∆ω = 15 meV to the "vibration-less coherences" (ρ eg and ρ ge ) and a comparatively smaller amplitude ∆ω vib = 3 meV to "coupled coherences" (all ρ ij involving states g andẽ). Because no sidebands appear in simulation if ∆ω = ∆ω vib , the sideband observed in experiment indicates strong modification of coherence dephasing dynamics via coupling to lattice LO vibrational modes. However, Fig. 3(d) shows that choosing dephasing parameters for matching the decay rate at large τ results in sideband rise times much shorter than the 250 fs rise time observed from experiment. This discrepancy between experiment and simulation for the sideband evolution indicates that coupled coherences in our system exhibit non-Markovian dynamics beyond the Kubo ansatz or even the usual second-order cumulant truncation [30] .
Oscillations at ω LO are also observed in the sideband evolution for both the experimental and simulated curves shown in Fig. 3(d) . Beating due to a coherence evolution cannot be the origin because any quantum coherences excited during τ must have an energy difference at the excitation frequency. These oscillations are thus due to polarization interference [31] between Liouville pathways with initial interband coherences differing in energy by ω LO . Specifically in our model, the interference is between the ground state bleach pathways that access each of the two ground state vibrational levels. The phases of these oscillations in the simulations and data are matched by adding a phase of To date, two regimes of spectral diffusion have been identified, on the seconds timescale [32] and sub-20 µs timescale [5] . Previous studies have focused on free surface charges [33] and surface ligand rearrangement [32] as possible causes for the band-edge Stark shift [34] that leads to spectral diffusion, and a model has been proposed by Beyler et al. [6] that attributes spectral diffusion at all timescales to cooperative effects of the above phenomena. The above theories are not sufficient to explain our results, which clearly point to coupling with lattice LO vibrational modes as a major factor in the spectral diffusion dynamics on femtosecond timescales. We suspect that the random environmental perturbations that contribute to the energy gap fluctuations be-come less dominant when nuclear motion is initiated in the LO vibrational mode. The local fields induced by the nuclear motion extend over many unit cells -effectively over the entire core volume of our CQDs. For CQDs grown with a thick shell structure, such as for our sample, it is reasonable to expect that surface charge dynamics are a weak effect compared to the Frohlich coupling between the exciton and local fields that synchronizes the exciton motion with that of the entire CQD core lattice. The spectral diffusion dynamics may then approach timescales on the order of the LO phonon period T LO ≈ 150 fs, and highly non-Markovian evolution of the coupled coherences could then occur. A more detailed microscopic theory is needed to elucidate the exact mechanisms responsible.
In conclusion, we have found that spectral diffusion of the exciton resonances in CdSe CQDs is strongly modified in the presence of coupled vibrational excitations. These results will prove crucial in applications of CQDs and other systems with strong electronicvibrational coupling towards areas in which pure decoherence is a primary obstacle (e.g. single-photon emitter [35, 36] and quantum information [37, 38] ). Furthermore, non-Markovian effects, previously thought to be purely detrimental, have been shown in recent years to have possible benefits towards implementing quantum information protocols [39, 40] . Further theoretical investigation into vibrational modification of spectral diffusion in CQDs and its microscopic origin is thus warranted for understanding its implications in CQD device design and their fundamental properties. 
